International Studies: Approved Upper-Division Courses
SUMMER 2018

SESSION 1

International Studies
130  Transnational Gangs (same as SS 120)  Issues/Institutions OR Conflict/Negotiations
144A Comp. Politics: Four Nations, Three Continents (same as PS 154C) Issues/Institutions
154B Human Rights (same as PS 153E) Issues/Institutions
179  U.S. Russian Relations (same as PS 159, SS 189, Hist 183) Role of US & CA
189  Global Inequalities (same as SS 189) Issues/Institutions

Economics
167  International Trade & Commercial Policy (PreReq: Econ 100A) Issues/Institutions

Public Health
189  Global Infectious Disease (PreReq: PubHlth 1) Issues/Institutions

SESSION 2

International Studies
140A  Approaches to International Relations (same as PS 144A) Issues & Institutions
154B  Human Rights (same as PS 153E) Issues/Institutions
177J  Peoples & Cultures of Latin America (same as Anthro 162A, Chc/Lat 120) Americas

Earth System Science
182  Environmental Sustainability II (same as PP&D 132) Issues/Institutions

Public Health
127  Public Health Programs for the Corporate World Issues & Institutions
170  Introduction to Global Health (PreReq: PubHlth 1) Issues & Institutions

Sociology
174  Protests, Movements & Revolution (same as PS 156D) Conflict & Negotiation